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All-access,
behind-the-scenes,
exclusive look of the
movie shot in Saga,
Japan!

Kintsugi

JC SANTOS AND HIRO NISHIUCHI
IN A FILM BY LAWRENCE FAJARDO
The heart is meant to be broken.

KINTSUGI

Location & Scene Guide
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On the set of

Kintsugi

Dante Dizon, is a
Filipino laborer in a
porcelain factory in Saga,
Japan, finds himself attracted to the
owner’s only daughter, Harue Matsuzaka, who
suddenly comes home from Tokyo unannounced. One
day, he meets an accident and breaks the prototype
of a new design being developed at the factory. Harue
saves him from getting reprimanded and repairs the
broken bowl through a process called kintsugi, where
the broken pieces are reattached to each other using
lacquer and the cracks are painted with gold. She gives
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the restored bowl to Dante and their friendship
blossoms until they realize that they are falling in
love. Suddenly, Dante has to return to Pampanga
to attend to a medical emergency at home and they
find themselves apart. While away, Harue discovers
the truth about Dante’s past that makes her accept
the marriage proposal from a man her father strongly
endorses. Dante returns to Saga only to find out that
Harue is about to get married. Choosing to honor their
responsibilities to their own families, Dante and Harue
decide to let go of each other, scarred by pain but
healed by the love they have shared.

Arita
The town of Arita is known
for its traditional Japanese
craft, Arita ware porcelain.
There are many structures of
high historical value along the
main street, allowing visitors to feel Japan’s
atmosphere in the old days.

Town

The Arita Porcelain Market is held every
year during the Golden Week, a series of
four national holidays that occur within one
week at the end of April to the beginning
of May, which is considered the longest
holiday period in Japan, drawing more than a
million visitors annually. The Autumn Pottery
Festival is also popular; it allows visitors to
leisurely explore the streets of Arita colored
by natural red autumn leaves.
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Shingama
Kiln
The Shingama Kiln was the main
location of the movie. Everything
was done carefully, from preparation to
the actual shooting, to avoid disturbing the
craftsmen focusing on their job.

4
Izumiyama
Quarry

This is where the
ingredients to produce
Arita ware were mined. It
was discovered in 1616 by a
Korean potter, Yo Sam-Pyeong, who
created the first porcelain in Japan.

The products here are carefully handcrafted
by many craftsmen, using methods that fully
integrate the blessings of nature.
Their featured brand, Seika, is popular for
everyday use. Its spontaneous form and
joyful patterns are characteristics of its
conservative design, which never wears out
with time.

Mining operations have ceased, but the
magnificent sight of the mountain can still be
viewed.

Shujian, a historic building constructed
during the Taisho era, is the birth house of
the first mayor of Arita.
It’s open to the public on Saturdays and
Sundays. Local guides are available to
explain the architecture.
With help from the local community, the house
was used as the room of the main cast who
works in the pottery factory.
Iorihisashi offers workshops to
experience pottery making, and
Kintsugi, which is also the title of
the movie, refers to a technique of
repairing broken pottery or ceramics.

Iorihisashi
3

The architecture is unique from the Meiji
era, and a gallery is also held featuring
antiques and the works of the owner, Mr.
Yoshihisa Tsuruta, a Karatsu ware ceramics
craftsman.
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Shujian
5
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kasane

A café-restaurant
in a 160-yearold merchant’s
house, run by a
couple who moved to
Arita. Their dishes are made from
local ingredients served in Arita
ware. Nikujaga (meat and potato
stew) with Saga beef is their
signature dish.

8
The Takeo Shrine is famous
for Meotohinoki, the two
cypress trees bounded by a
branch, and Takeo no Ookusu,
the large camphor tree that is
said to be more than 3,000 years

Takeo
Shrine

old.
The wedding ceremony in the movie was held
here, with the participation of many extras.
The lead actress, in a pure-white Japanese
wedding gown, will take your breath away.

7

Bistro
et vin
Cadeau

A French restaurant located
just 5 minutes walk from the
Arita station.

Multicourse dining with a fusion of
French and Japanese dishes can be enjoyed
here. Ask the staff for wine recommendations
that best match your dish. Luxurious dishes
with colorful ingredients will appeal to you
like works of art.
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The Takeo Century Hotel offers a relaxing
and peaceful atmosphere in the midst of
nature in Takeo City. Sip a cup of coffee at
the Sara Cafe in the hotel lobby, or take a
walk in Keishuen, a Japanese garden
adjacent to the hotel. These venues
were also used as locations
9
in the movie.
Takeo

Century
Hotel
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Kashima
Roadside
Station
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This roadside station is known as
the venue of the annual Kashima
Gatalympic, which attracts visitors
from all over Japan. It lets visitors
experience the “tidal flat” of the Ariake sea,
which has the greatest difference between
high and low tides in Japan.
Plenty of delicious locally produced
vegetables, fruits, and seafood are available.
Come and visit us!

12
Okawachiyama

This is a small charming town
located in Imari City that
features stone-paved slopes
and chimneys from pottery kilns
lining up along the streets. The town,
covered in fog after rainfall, is especially
mystical.
The movie captured the beautiful flurry of
falling cherry blossoms, which was a great
match to the story.

11
Yutoku Inari
Shrine

The Yutoku Inari Shrine,
a major tourist attraction
in Saga, is one of three major
Inari shrines in Japan. Inari is
a Japanese deity associated with
foxes, rice, household well-being, as well as
business and other general prosperities. The
brilliant vermillion structure reflecting the
surrounding greens facinates visitors.
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Scenes were shot along the approach path
to the shrine full of Sakura cherry blossoms
and the Japanese garden in the vicinity of the
shrine.
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To Nagasaki

6. kasane
7. Bistro et vin Cadeau
8. Takeo Shrine
9. Takeo Century Hotel
10. Kashima Roadside Station
11. Yutoku Inari Shrine
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12. Okawachiyama

To Kumamoto

Start your
journey!

Takeo
Junction

1. Arita Town
2. Shingama Kiln

To Kumamoto

SAGA
City

Ariake Sea

Saga is richly endowed with
nature. Bounded by two oceans
of different characters, gentle
mountains that rise from the
vast fertile plains which yield
rich agricultural products. Saga
offers many things to enjoy
such as nature, culture, history,
hot springs, festivals, leisure,
shopping and most of all, its
famous cusine. From sushi and
Wagyu beef, to healthy local
dishes using the best local
produce. There’s something for
everyone in Saga!

To Nagasaki
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MEMORIES
OF SAGA

“It was really
amazing to sho
ot in the
beautiful scene
ry of Saga! I’m
glad to be able
to show the cu
lture
of Japan and S
aga to the peop
le
in the Philippin
es!”
Hiro Nishiuch
i
Actress

“Saga was just the
perfect location for our
d
e
e
d
in
story. It didn’t only provide an
“Saga is
resting
te
in
h
it
w
enchanting milieu to our story, but it
lled
beautiful, fi ple. We’re grateful
itself.
peo
giving became a character in the story
r
fo
n
places and
io
s
is
The film was birthed with a certain
Film Comm
e
to the Saga tunity to showcase th
uniqueness that only filming in
or
ottery
p
’s
n
us the opp
io
g
re
Saga could have brought.”
cets of the
different fa through our film.”
Lawrence Fajardo
industry
endoza
Brillante M ucer
rod
Executive P

Director

“I a
love w m so in
nature ith SAGA. T
he
is
I want so captivat
in
to kee
p com g.
i
n
g
back!”
JC Sa
nt
Actor os

